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ABSTRACT

Z

A computer -based System of Interactive Guidance and Information (SIGI)

was field-tested and evaluated at five community colleges and one

univrsity. Developed by Educational testing Service, SIGI assists

students in the process of informed and rational-career decision-

making. Interacting at a cathode-ray tOe terminal with a computer,

students examine their values, retrieve rekevant information about

Occupations, obtain predictive data, formulate plans, and learn de-

cision-making strategies. Adopted as an integral part of the career

guidance and planning program at the field-test colleges, SIGI ran

smoothly, was,received enthusiath,tically by students and counselors,

and proved effective in increasing students' mastery of career de-'

cision-making competencies.
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SIGI: FIELD TEST AND EVALUATION OF.A COMPUTER -EASED SYSTEM

° OF INTERACTIVE GUIDANCE AND INFORkATIO11,41`

Description of the System

The physical features of, SIGI incltide one of the 12711 series of com-,

puters by Digital EquipMent Corporation and,cathode-,tay tube

terminals with typew iter-like keyboards by which students can respond to

messages and information displayed on the scyean and can issue commands'to

\

;he computer.

The content of SIGI consists of six interrelated subsystems called

VALUES, LOCATE, COMPARE, PREDICTION, PLANNING, and TRATEGY.' Taken in he

order named, they comprise an organic system for career decision-making.
,

. I

The system,starts with the student's own values--the rewards and satis'fac- ..;

*
. . . , .

tions he would like to realize through his occupation. In'the Values system,
3.-"

,
, .

. _

he explores and examines his values, eventually assigning a numerical weight

..

to each of ten occupational values to d2signate its ithportance to him. In
..

,.- - .

Locate he commands the computer to assemble a list of occupations that meet

:, . .
.

or exceed his specifications on any set of five of those values at a time.

,

In Compare he asks pointed questions and gets information on all dimensions

.

. , ..,
,.,

Of occupations of interest. Prediction allows him'to calculate his chances
, .

of success, in the coursework that is preparatory for a particular occupation.

planning shows him what_ge should expect to do to qualify for entry into an

occupation;. it maps pathways that lead to each occupation. Strategy,',as the

name implies, teaches decision rules based jointly on the ieulards offeredby
C

ian occupation and the risks of-failing to get into it.

The masculine pronoun is'used in its generic sense for reasons of clarity

and succinctness. It is,intended, of course,, to refer to both females and

:males.

4.
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When the-student has ggne through these_subsystems in this order, he

becomes an !'initiat" and is turned loose to roam through, SIGI at

`The resources of SIGI-are now under his control: ,He knows the patticular
.

.

kind of information or assistance that resides
r:
in each subsystem and he

Y . .
.

can go to the subsystem that meets his needs as he perceives them at the

moment.
t

Thus SIGI is both a career guidance 3rstem and an informatiOh system.

Its aim is to produce an autonomousl4mdividual capable of, making informed

and-rational decisionsa: The decision-maker'sown examined values are the

t
starting 'point for rationality. They mediAe between his self-concept <

. l'--

and the options available to him; they enable him to define and obtain in-
.

.

b
formation that is-relevant.

, -

The emphasis isJaot merely on'the content of the decisions but on the
.

process' of decision=making. As the student progresses through SIGI, he

learns to move freely witHin the structure of the system. In gaining%wion-
'

e
trol of the system, he develops competencies and, masters. strategies for

. .

. d -

rational behaviot,in the face of uncertainty - -which may be the 'dlosest one

can get to wisdom.

,4
.

._,
or.

4 -... , ' V
4 '

f
ReSeArCh Design

C.% s'

The field test and evdluationOf SIGI took placeat six colleges repre-
, 1 7

, ,senting.graat,diver§ity in region, size, population, curriculum, and career

guidance programs. The participating institutions were ,Delta College (Uni-

versity Center, Miqhigan), Eastfield College Texas)-, Illinois

State Universiy'(NormAI, Illinois),'Mercer County Community College (Tren-

,Con, New Jersey), PasadenalCity College (Pasadena, Califorrria)4 and Santa

Fe Community Colle'ge (lbainesvilA, Florida).
,

,.,

...0 .
. . ,

...
.. .. t.

p
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The evaluation of SIGI was two-pronged: :formative and summative. The

purpose of the formative eva4fttion was to improve the operArion'of SIGI.

4The purpose of the O ammative evaluation was to assess the impact of SIGI as

a ,career guidance sys L. Sourcds of data included the students themselves,

the counselors and other staff members, and the records of student inter-

action with the system.

Formative Evaluation \.
V

4

.To improve, the operation of SIGI, we needed to knoW specifically

(a) what problems or gaps students found in the SIGI displays and content,

4 (b) whether all/elements of the system were fed, (c) whether the "do -it-

yourself"yourself" umnuals co de used efficiently, (d) how valid the test -free

Prediction system was, and (e) hbw SIGI could 4e integrated with the total

career guidance program at each college.
I

Questionnaires distributed to counselors and 4.9 SIGI users included

items on the .clarity of dim5lays and comprehensiveness of information.
:,;.,,1--

,4
. ,...,.. -,),..;.

-

.
. .. 'I,

.
,1-7.;i -;

SIGI,coOrdinators were asked to note any problems in the operation and use ,-

!.-

.

.
of the system, Individual students' interactions with the system,.recoraed

,, .- ,;

by the computer, were studied to determine whether use of the system was
. . k ' ; 4:fl-Z4.; VI

. comprehensive and logically consistent. Small, samples of'students at each

college were intdrviewed to discover any additional problems or misconcep-

,,-,,--: ..-.Y...'
.

tiOns.
. , .. ':' , . ' - ,,:.

.
.,, : ,.,

,

,
The three manuals which had been developed to facilitate local control

of the computer and the development of college-specific'grediction and Plan-

,.

fling systems were evaluated during the course of their use by the field-test

' colleges. The manuals are the SIGI Manager's Guide, the PredictionSystem

Manual, and the Planning System Manual..
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t-free Prediction system was evaluated not,pnly in terms of

idities, but also in comparison with test-based predictions in
.

,

V
at two oT the colleges where test scoresuere available. Ob-

interviews, and counselor questionnaires were sources 49f'in-

formatiod'about how SIGI was meshed into the total career guidance ptOgram

at each institution and of opinions about how it could best be utilized.

F
trySummative Evaluation'

1

The summative evaluation covered five major areas: (a) hardware re-
,

liability and,cost, (b) students' reactions,to SIGI; (c) the effects of SIGI

on students' career.decision-making, (d) the impact of SIGI on counseling

activities and guidance problems,.and (e) 'summary data on students' use of

. , .
.

'. To.determine the reliability ofothe SIGI hardware, we asked the field-
,

test colleges to keep two sets of records of problems that affected the
4 ..

operation of SIGI during a three-month period. -For,oneset, the computer

-operators'noted each hardware problem on'a special_ form which was mailed toy.

ETS immediately., The SIGI 'monitors kept a separate log of all problems (in
...-..

eluding- hardware malfunctions) that interfered with the normal operation of
? v

SIGI. This log was collected at the end of thetest period.

..

- -

Questionnaires were administered to. random samples of SIGI usertr'(ex-'. .

perimentals) add students who had not yet used it (controls), to determine

how qGT affected the careerdaecidion-making of experimental students and

how-the eXperimentate diffeeed from controls. In addition, between 10 and. .

k

17 students who had used SIGI were interviewed at each college to.gain iii-

sight into their career decision-making and to assess changes they experienced

as a result of using SIGI.

r
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Questionnaires were also distributed to counselors who worked with SIGI

users or who worked in the area of'career counseling. The questionnaires
Jk

were helpful in assessing'the.nature ofthe-counselors' interactions with

SIGI users, their acceptance of SIGI, changes in counseling activities at-
.

tributable to SIGI, and the impact of SIGI on problems in guidance.

Ttlecomputer collected descriptive data on- the interaction of students

with SIGI at each oollege.by automatically summing responses, to -selected

displays. These data were extremely useful'in showing the extent and patterns

of use.

fmaluative,Highlights

k Technical Aspects of tyre ystem

Hardware-re_liab lity. The SIGI hardware i all standard equipment ,that
4 .

requires no special in dification for SIGI. Its reliability isherefore com-;

f

pletely independent of SIGI. All six field-tes colleges had slightly differ-

)

.-
.

ent hardware configurations, depending on the n tuber of terminals and the
,

.tasks imposed on the computen in addition to ru ning SIGI. Akter'the'instal-

lation of SIGI and a Short break-in period, al the syptems'ran smoothly with .

no malfunctions traceable to SW'. r $

.

Cost. If the current cost of the hardware, software, and maintenance
. _

for a basic four - terminal system is total over a.five-year period in which

each terminal is operted 12 hours a for 225 days per year (a rate of use

easily sustained at the field-test s t s), the cost per terminal hpur would

be $1.73. Over the fiVeryears, 13 500 students would be able ro use SIGI.

-'flour hours each; the cost/9f equipment would be $6.92 per. studnt: If the

same assumptions are applied to a 16-terminal system, the cost'Per terminal,' _

hour would bp $0.90.

X
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oftware.' he SIGI software, like the hardware, func.tioned satisfac-

'torily. The time- sharing capability was realized.befoxe 'the delivery of the

hardware to the first user,college. Theresponse time of the system was

excellent at the only college with as many as five. terminals and a test

at ETS with simi terminals and additional peripherals all in use at the same

time. The system wad.free of bugs, and the.reRrogrammed Prediction system,
,.":-

.,-

which permits- alid predictions without reliance on test scores,.opetated
. .

successfully at all colleges.
.p.

"-
4

Courseware r

er.It.o-n. The courseware - -the sequences or that students

actually .fidilow--also proved entirely adequate. A large propottion.of stu-
,

dens expressed interest in the occupations retrieved for them on the basis'

of their values. Almost all students were able'to operate.

outside assistance and to understand what they were doing..

Occ4pational

the qualityof the

students' indicated
- -,..--,:,',' .), s -,T.-tr",r--..A -". -0 Afe .

. '' 1 -";F4., ,"" L'i; ..4.1.-.1.7, i. ^ 4 /...s..!'t

the system without

information. '-Both students and counselors, thought that
_ .

'' - -' - .=,,,,,V,T4, ,t

.occupational information was high. Thee-quarters,of,the
,.., ;__, _ ::-._ , \,-, - ,.:?.4.,0,,,-,;.,.,,-.,::,

that it was better than information from other sources,
1

only, 1% thought it was worse. The information covered all of. 1'``:
. .

;the areas'that students were interested in except for data about locaL". ;

--`-"--,:,,--it.ir.-..:-.r,

. ,-. . .:
-__ salaries and Opportunittn:--The SIGI data base included about 90% of the oc- ,

and,
-.1-, -- ,_-, ... .

!.-
---.1::-1.4:-

. .cuRatd,ons-that students named as being of interest to them. Nevertheless, -,,'.

.. . -.,

-;:c,-plans continue foradhng new occupations.

Acceptance by students. Students gave SIGI., high. grades--86% graded it
, "

A ot B on how interesting it was, 10% on and 87% on its
.4

overall "goodness.". The aspects of SIGI

identifying occupations\that Yit vlaues,

how, clear it

that concerned clarifying valdes,

and findinkoceupational:information

ft.t'''''6's; '
:74
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a
received the most A's and B's, and aspect that concerned prediction and plan-

,

.

ning received the fewest. Enthusiasm'for SIGI was high, and over 70% of the

SIGI users recommended SIGI to their friends. Over 60% of theM wanted to use

the system again in .the future.

'Reading level. Although some qtudents complained, about the quantity of

Asa.
reading in SIGI,' 92% of thetstudents found the voc26eary andstyle "Just

.

.

right." .Only 1% found them "Too difficult." Only two counselors out of 45'
r

.

indicated that the reading level was too hard for their students, one saying

that deaf students experienced difficult)/ with some of the text and the other

saying that foreign student's experienced some difficulty.

that =I was free
-

reedom from bias. Ovei 98% of the students thought

from sexual, raaial,oi other bias. ,Forty -five out of 49 counselors also '\

thought tAt,SIGI was bias-free. .Since' the students exprsaing this Opinion

reflected thesexual, racial, and-ethnic,composition of the college popula-%

. ---1'17i-1.Cltion, it appears that nearly all members oral]. groups 11 ud ing'women and

. 4 $ /.14.'"°. n

minorities, believe that SIGI- is unbiased. ..-. . . ,
. , . ' :.11L.:4'.(.-

. '+ ;:-1...-;...,,--.--,,- ..- .:::-.,P"V.---,-
. ,

_ .

Problems andrevisions. No single aspect of SIGI stood out as a.problem
.

. . r .:.i-.. . .,, ,:.i....,.....i.L...:i.,..$ , .

tisa

-14

for the SIGI users. Responses to questions

Operating with a single-terminalsystem 415ear

- !.,.0..,..,:, v. ,,,,....-.A
.,..,-, ,

out problems were scattered.

to create problems in=11 -1..

.,:

4
, .

-,-,,.-4.1:',...;...'''-':-:,A-""). 4 '41-:ii
. . \ \

31ing and in ailsIng students to feelrushed. or the most part, students --,;:-

-4

liked' Values, Locate; and.Compare,more

,

thanTred ctioni',Plannthg, and 'Stratj

egy; but the systems they would most like to use hen 'they return were Pre- ,

diction and Planning.

Few revisions seep necessary. in light of stufl ts' acceptance of SIGI.

We intend, however, to expand the occupational'base. .We would also like to

devise'a procedure th at would allow a college to add ocal occupational
-... ...

...1-. ,

L

0
1. 1

N.

w.
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information. Three technical chang4 are under way: increasing the number

of occupations that can be retrievdd at one time in Locate, making,all

printouts optional, and sitplifying the'metbod of sele ing,octupations at
r

various points in the interaction. We would also like to- ake a few re

finements in the courseware.

Effectiveness of "Dofr.It=Your"self" Manuals /

"All three manuals prepared by ETS to permit operation with a minimum.

of technical assistance proved effective. The manuals are the SIGIManager's

Guide, the Prediction System Manual, and the Planning System Mandel, The

SIGI Manager's Guide was sufficiently detailed to enable not just computer

,operators but even'technically unsophisticated staff members at some colleges

to handle alldetails of the day-to-day operation of SIGI.

\e Prediction System Manual and Planning Systemanual also proved
1

ig
. ....

. -
sufficient. Following the detailed piocedures in the'manuals, each college

..
( ,. -''

'
.

1
-.,.

was able successfully to collect the data that result.in the course-predic-
,

'1.: '..:.;.. .

tions in the Prediction system and to construct the displays that consatute . tx,;:- -;-

, 1 2%
. .

their unique Planning systems. At all colleges the data collection and-

.1 ; , . . .

.

. 2 '"Wl., -,;.- r 1 % -. ;..4
preparation were done by.persons without special training in computer in- ..-.,',e

.

. .,,...), .
-. ::-...:, :.:,0

. .

,.
.

' .:3:.;i4,.*(I.
::-' . ,,,:..t

. .
, , formation systems oy occupational information. The work was bone by para-

: ', 4----..,-----i--- ' - ,. .., .....4
.../4,

......ih,_
1,.. . .,

t

professionals and graduate students working with a regular-counselor or by

.- . -......

counselors themselve. Extensive consultation witH the SIGL staff was not
,

..,,* L ,.required. All' systems ran smoothly and appeatdd, to''be of high quality.-

Development orf the Preigtion'and Planning systems produced.a.dividend

for some colleges in the form of feedback. CollegeS were informed about;

changes in the distfibution,of,grades in key courses and about instances

when faculty selected grade fac'tors.dipt turned mit to have little co'rrela-
7---'\ o-

(')
,. r).,;44
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4

-tion with final grades. This information has stimulated reviews of policies.

concerning grades. The research recitired.for 'the Planning pystem has alb()
-

, .
. . C

. .

been'iiiiieficial, resulting in Oktensive revision of the curriculum at'One
4

of the colleges and some changes at others. -.
4

Another manual, the Counselor andbook for SIGITwas deemed tseful

a;.a iuide,to follow-up sessions with st
"

ents who had used SIGI and else,:

as a resdufce fox career development courses. 4

Development of lest-Free Prediction System

A'

Development of a Prediction system that would be independent test

J0 .

scores Ras stccessful. test -free system was.neeeesary,,because onl4one
.

field-test college had a mandttory testing.prograM. -As a result of this

Fork, the SIGI predictions flare based on, h ,.edictorvariabies, such
.,

''
. Ali,

)

as previous academic performance, the students' own self-ratings on hehaviors
A.,,,,

- 4 -

ag-ilsciatejkith-I:Ood grades in a'particular course, and.the gtudents''own
, 412' . . -

. .

informed estimates of their'final grades. The predictionsmay also be based'
; -

..' On rest scores when test scores are avhilable. .." Studies done at two of the
- , a

'1:.

,

0
- . ,,

..,-,1-
,

colleges where test scores were altailable show that validities obtained with
_ '',

, . 44
...

.
. . ,

. ..; -' .J .
t ,. . . ...., 7'--".,

..,,,,.
nontest variables are generally as 'high as thqse obtained WithWith test scores

4'1

and are Ametimes'highert . , -- ---,. ,;'....1_.e. v=.. , ,.!:.,

4.1,

v t' 7 -

T6s tr f ree predictions offer some benefits to the college. Predifctiong _

. ',.. , , , .-

are'possible, at'least for purposes of guidance, evenit the absence of a
-

a , :-
testing program. Some courses that are hard,to predict with the 'usual

i,.".

. - .measures of quantitative and verbal ability may be succ4isfuily predicted
t

,

by nontest variables that ale especially selected to reflect the content of
.-,.

the course. Students become active rather than passive participants in the
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prediction process and for this reason may find it more acceptable than a

testing pogram. ,Faculty are induced W examine and make explicit the bases

of their grades. Faculty also benefit from feedback showing them how well

. . ,

the grades they actualV awarded are correlated with the factors they speci-

fied as being important.

'Usage of the System

,Internal consistency. Summary data collected by the computer show that

SIGI had a high degree of internal corisietency: The values that were mdst

heavily weighted in the Values system'werefrequently selected for re-.

trieval of occupationsiiin the Locate system; occupations that were retrieved

most often in Locate were generally amon,gethose most frequently selected-for

examination in the Compare and Strat
91
gy systems.

Sufficiency/- Sufficiency of individual subsystems. The subsystems'did what they were

'
I '.' . ,

, . .

designed to do. Each ofthe ten values and each of the six interest fields

were ,important ,to some Students, with wide variation in the weights assigned

-
1---..:-.6.::-..,:..;% ". _-_.;

/"- /
to each value. .Each of the ten values was selected for use bysome students

_

,

. . . ..., -...-,,

in the search for, cpatible occupations in the Locate system. -Everittc-

. .

cupation in SIGI was retrieved.by students at one or
.4.

indicating a.w4.de range in the values/specifications

another of the colleges,

used by the students and

corresponding differentiation in` characteristics of occupations. As expected,
10

occupations, such as Teacher, Psychologist, lawyer, Physician,'professional

Dentist, and

professional

the values

selective,

Speech Pathologistere retrieved more frequentiy than non-

ones, for the professional occupations tend to ratehigher on

given the greatest weight by these students. But students were

as indicated by the facts thgt all occupations were retrieved/and

14
(
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.

that at one college,with a htgh pioportion of'older students, more nonprofes-

slope], oc upations were retrieved than at the othei.colleges, Similarly,

6 every occupation in SIGI was seledted for examination in the Compare system,

andieveryouestion Was asked. Most of the programs for which' predictions

were available Were called for in thePrediction systems, and each of,the

optio4a1 questions that students could ask about the preAction process was
.

of interest,to large numbers of students. Also, the data from the Strategy

system show that studen'ts were influenced bye information about the desirabil-

ity and risks associated with occupations they had selected for study.

Impact on Students

Conclusions drawn from interviews. Interviewers looked for evidence of

:.

autonomy and rationality in the studet4s' comments on their SIGI experience.

They believed that the students hats acquired a vocabulary for communicating
4

about career choice., Students tended'to discuss occupations in terms of the

I SIGI values. The dirdovery that values provided -a basis for investigation

as well'as a medium'for communication gave them an awareness of structure in .

. -:-, ;,.:-.:

decision-making. 'They saw the logic -"Eo.,--We,ighting their l'ialues and then usieg

. . 4
' ,'741:

,:.

the ensuing knowledge. as a means for assessing occupations. Their behavior ::$
. .., " .

.-ct-7:1

, ' 1,4t,d ,,,,;.

seemed purposive both at the intellectual and behavioral levels; they seemed --,:t
.

to have reasons for liking o.r disliking an occupation,,and they often took'

..

step toward a goal, such as changing programs, seeking outside help,,or get-
.

ting addition'al information. Also, the students'had moved perceptibly for-
:

ward in the process of making career decisions. When they felt committed to

a specific occupation, either the, one they had had in' mind before going on

SIGI,or another, they felt, when they finished, that the commitment was well-
.

grounded on information. When they were,not committed .to a specific occupa'--

tAn at the beginning, progress,often consisted oCan awareness that reasonable

16.
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options existed and that they had learned an approach to assessing and either.

retaining or discarding options.

On the negative side, interviewers did not find that students haft com-

pletely mastered the SIGI algorithm for decision-making. Although,the stu-

dens were following the model and recognized that it wao. rational, many of

them would have had difficulty describing it to someone else. The inter-

viewers did not pick up much evidence that students, were able to generalize

.1---
frourthe particular SIGI experience to other kinds of decisions.

Conclusions drawn from questionnaires. Comparisons of responses to

relevant questions on the control and experimental questionnaires'dhow nutlet-
,

ous significant differences between students who used SIGI and those who did

not. More differences at some coneges than at others. Yet there
\

were great Similarities in the way' students responded to SIGI, despite the

, -

fact that the colleges were geographically dispersed and were also quite dis-
,4 . .

. . . .

similar in other respects. Pooling the ,data for all colleges shows signifi41..

cent differences (p <.01) between'experimentals and controls in that SIGI .

users displayed a ;tater knowledge, of the rewards and satisfactions they want

from an occupation, had more definite career plans, thought they could predict ,-
., .

their grades better, k e better which program to enroll in for their occupa-
. ..

. ..

tional goal, had greater confidence in their career decision- making ability,
,

used the college reference library more frequay, talked with guidance-

counselors more often, used career-r4lated audiovisualmaterials more fre-

quently, rated themselves higherl,as decision-makers and higher in,their know-

ledge of occupations, had more accurate knowledge of the occupation they might

enter, had seen a ...csunselor in greater numbers within the previous twO'weeks,

and were more willing to interaEts with a computer: Mogeover, they would be

ter.

.
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<.05) less i clinedto follow the advice of parents and friends, were less

. 4

confused'hy co flicti geavAce, were less persuaded that knowledge of Marriage
. .

"plans was crucial career decisiOn-making, and had a clearer knowledge of

their values and goals.

act on Gu dance Program

of acept

Responses to-theLoounselor queSkionnaire show ahigh degree

a,'

e of :computer -based guidance in general and SIGI in partitular.

Counselors rejected by a wide margin the not±oh that computer -based guidance

was'-a fad orYa'threat to them, and acdepted by a wide margin-the idea that

such systems would relieve them of toutine,duties and would help students'

.1mdie career decisiops. t

. . ,
, ,

Use of the' system, Only one counselor out of 57.indicated that he or
; ,

,
. - 0 .'. .

she had not actually referred students to SIGI. A14 the counselors who ob-
. . . ......;;,;,

';. ;.?
served student response. to SI04,thought it was favorable.

Impact on problem areas. ounseloit indicated that SIGI had had a
?-'-,

....-,.--ti.

favorable impact oolone or anothe of the areas identified as major minor ,

-:5-0.5
pro lems. More counselors thought that SIGI had had an impact on getting 1-

/
41 : , . , , 7. ' ".'"' 4 A ..1 ;,.. .. ' ...:. . ., N.!..tt,

--:',-12.`

.1 _..'i':4
. students to read occupational. information and on keeping it up to date,

...:-.....,::,

1. '.
., . , z..,-....,..,-2,. -1,-F,;(1W

w4e,the.most serious problem areas, thanoghpught it ,bad had an impact on
., / -

...,.,,,,

:-7.....

ry-,-ft

less serimis areas DLit each problem was designated by some counselor as 4

diminishing in seriousness because of the impatt of SIG4
Ne

Impact on counseling activities. _Counselors do not perceive `'SIGI as

taking over the burden of career counseling. Raither, it improves the quality

of counseling sessions. Students arrive for thelir appointments with a better

/

backgripund, with better formulated goals, with more occupations in mind, and

with a more structured approadh than do non-SIGI users. Counselors dc? not.,
Ts

have to spend time, providing background and'educatitag students in basic

a
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knowledge. Consequently, the session can bedevoted to matters of substance

apd the student can get more out of it.

How SIGI Fits in the Guldance Program

Although the guidance programs at the si colleges differed in many re-

spects; as did the colleges 'themselves, th re were great similarities in the

way students responded to SIGI and the impact that_SIGI had on their career
.

decision-making. This fact suggests that SIGI is sufficiently flexible to

..

be fitted into the counseling practices,of a coll'ge lin various ways and still

,remain effeCtive. The "best" way of using SIGI, therefore, may be the way

that suits the style of the college. 1;
_A

Nevertheless, students prefer a combination of SiligLand counselors for
. ,

help in most,aOtivities directed toward career choice. Counselors prefer a

configuiation in which they will-play a part in the students' choices. qbere-

fore it seems likely that a configuration which allows SIGI and a counselor

to supplement each other may be themost satisfying 'to all parties, if not

the Most effective.' STGI's role in this configuration is to provide an aYy

gorithm for decision-making a vocabulary fore.cOmmunication, the basic steps

... . , .--..t

of values clarification, the retrieval of relevant information, and so on.
-1-;.

.r.:1

Theicounselors' role is to interpret, explain, and supplement, as well as

,

' ,
.

.4.,?!.. .
, .',,4

to help with personal problems. Using SIGI in conjunction with a course or

)

seminar seems.a logical arrangement because .of the economies that can be

obtained through group counseling. The activities of the career information
4

center should complement the SIGI-counselor combination so that SIGI, counse-
/ 4

.lor, and center form a comprehensive-guidance program. SIGL should also be.

made,available to students ad'libitum.
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Independent Evaluations

In addition to the research and evaluation ca ried'out by ETS, other

studies of the effects of SiGL were conducted inde endently ata. number of

the user sites, most of them by the cAleges thems lves. The results of

these 'studies, undertaken because the colleges wanted to find out in their

own terms how well SIGI was meeting their needs, reiterate the main themes

emerging from this report: satisfaction with SIGI by students and coun-

selors; evidence of effectiveness, however defined, in meeting stated

.

-

objectives; side effects in enhancing counselors' contributions to

students' career decision-making. The evlde'hr e appears not only in que6-

tionnaires and tests; it comes also from such unobtrusive measures as long

waiting lists to use SIGI, the high proportion of users who have been re -,

. -

ferred by their friends and who spread the-word. to other friends, the de-
\

velOpment of courses and various activities at career planning Centers to

. ..-)

focus on SIGI and integrate It into the total career guidance program, the
- ,.

enthusiastic reception of visitors, and eagerness to see SIGI used as widely ,.

i

as possible.
.

1

..-: ,'.
!

:'.-'.:-. -
. ..' .

. :".* : 7. .-s.--"-

V.`.,.The fact that the ptesence of SIgI has prompted independent valuation
i

and research studies-on campuses is itself a bonus. It.is useful for col-

leges to define their objectives in career guidance, to plan programs, to

collect and analyze evidence of effectiveness. Thus, SIGI may serve as a .

4

catalyst in the process of rational and informed.decision-making by the 'col-

leges themselves as they, strive to meel.'the career.develoPment needs of

students.


